In this paper, "point," "line," and "incident upon," are undefined terms. The phrases, "point is on p. line," "point is incident upon a line," "line is incident upon a point," "line is on a point," are all to be considered synonymous. We will say that a line I intersects a line k (at a point P) if and only if P is on both / and k. Two lines are parallel if and only if there is no point which is on both. The following axioms will be used:
In this paper, "point," "line," and "incident upon," are undefined terms. The phrases, "point is on p. line," "point is incident upon a line," "line is incident upon a point," "line is on a point," are all to be considered synonymous. We will say that a line I intersects a line k (at a point P) if and only if P is on both / and k. Two lines are parallel if and only if there is no point which is on both. The following axioms will be used:
Axiom I. If P and Q are distinct points, there is exactly one line on P and on Q.
Axiom II. If / is a line, there is at least one point not on I. Axiom III. If Z is a line and P is a point not on I, there are exactly m distinct lines on P (m è 2) which are parallel to I.
Axiom IV. There is at least one line with exactly n points on it,
The entire set of points and lines whose existence is postulated by these axioms (for given m and w) will be called a geometry.
Other work done with an axiom system containing the Axiom III as here stated is not known to this investigator, but Szamkolowicz [3] has reported on an equivalent system, and similar systems have been studied [2] , [4] . As they are here stated, the axioms may or may not be consistent, depending on the values assigned to m and w. For « = 2, their consistency for any m is established by the existence of a model constructed by A. N. Milgram [4] , and for k = 3, jk = 4, their consistency is shown by a model described by Abraham Barshop [l] . This paper will demonstrate their inconsistency for m = 2 and n>2.
Theorem I. There are exactly n+m lines on every point, and exactly n points on every line.
The axioms specify the existence of one line, say I, with exactly » points on it, «^2. I will reserve the letter I for that line throughout the proof of this theorem. Then if P is any point not on I, P has n lines on it which are on the n points of I, and m lines on it parallel to I. Hence, there are exactly n+m lines on any point P not on I. Lemma 1. Every line has at least one point on it.
Consider line j. If j is I, the lemma is true. Suppose j is not /. There exists a point P not on I. If P is on j, the lemma is true. If not, then n distinct lines on P intersect j (P has n+m lines on it, just m of which are parallel to j, so n of them are on j), necessarily at n distinct points. So in either case, j has at least one point on it.
Lemma 2. Every line has at least two points on it.
If k is any line, then k may be I (and the lemma is true), or k may have one point on I, or be parallel to I. If k has only one point on I, then consider the existence of a point P not on I. If P is on k, the lemma is true. If P is not on k, then n of the n+m lines on P are on k, by an argument similar to that used in Lemma 1 ; hence there are n points on k and the lemma is again true. Finally, k may be parallel to /. By Lemma 1 there is at least one point Q on k, and line QA exists, if A is a point of /. There is another point B on I, and m parallels to QA on B (B is obviously not on QA), each of which is distinct from /. If each of these m parallels is parallel to k also, then there are at least m +1 lines on B parallel to k (since I also is parallel to k), a contradiction. Hence, one of these m parallels to QA is on k at some point R. R cannot be Q, since R is on a parallel to QA, so k has at least two points on it in this case, and the lemma is proved. Lemma 3. Given any two lines, j and k, there is a point not on j and not on k.
There is certainly a point P not on j, and if it is not on k, the lemma holds; so it may be assumed that P is on k. On P there are at least two parallels to j, at least one of which is not k. Call it/. By Lemma 3, / has at least one point Q distinct from P. Further, Q is not on k (if so,f=PQ = k, a contradiction), and not on j, since it ¡son a parallel to j. The lemma follows.
From the last lemma, it is seen that if k is any line, there is a point P not on k, and not on /. Being a point not on I, P has n+m lines on it, just m of which are parallel to k. Thus exactly n of the lines on P intersect k, necessarily at « distinct points ; and there is no point on k which is not on some line on P; so there are exactly n points on any line k.
Finally, let P be any point on /. There exists Q, another point on /, and R, a point not on I, and the line QR. Then QR has exactly n points on it. P is not on QR. So the lines on P are the m parallels to QR and the «lines on P and on points of QR. Hence, if P is any point on I or not, P has exactly n+m lines on it.
The number of points in a geometry may be established easily. There are n+m lines on a given point, and all points of the geometry are on these lines. On each such line there are exactly n -1 points (excluding the given point). Thus there are (n+m)(n -1)+1 points in a geometry. In what follows, it will be assumed that m = 2 and n>2. Accordingly, the number of points in a geometry is n2+n -1.
There exists a line x, which is parallel to a given line y. At each of the points of x, there are two lines parallel to y (one of which is x, of course). The one of each pair which is not x will be called a bar, and the set of lines composed of x, y, and the bars will be called an (x, y) configuration. It is clear that a configuration exists. If a point is on some line of a configuration, it will be convenient to say that the point is of, or on, the configuration. Immediately it is seen that at least two bars of a configuration intersect (if not, the number of points on the configuration is n-n+n, which exceeds the total number of points in the geometry).
No bar intersects two other bars. If Pi is a point of x, let c,-be the bar on P,. Suppose that for the distinct integers /, j, and k, a* intersects fli and Oj. Then on any point of x not P,-, P*, Pi, there are two lines parallel to ak. At least one of these is not a bar. Let one, not a bar, on point P< be c,. Since it is not a bar, and certainly is not x, it must intersect y (if not, there would be three parallels to y on P" a contradiction), say at P¿. There are w -3 lines c¡ (if^j, k, I). The lines Cj and cf on P¡ which are parallel to a* are distinct from x and a,-; hence, they intersect y in points Rj and Rj. Similarly parallels Ci, c{ intersect y in points Ri and R{. We have described «+1 lines which are parallel to at, which are distinct from y, and which intersect y. Thus two of them intersect in a point on y; then there are three parallels to ak from this point, a contradiction.
This contradiction proves that at most one bar intersects any other given bar, or that bars intersect at most in pairs.
From the preceding, then, there exists a configuration, and any configuration has at least one pair of intersecting bars. Theorem II. If there exists a configuration with k pairs of intersecting bars, then there exists a configuration with at most k -1 pairs of intersecting bars. Case 1. 2k = n.l n must be even (and greater than 2) so n ^ 4. Hence there are at least two pairs of intersecting bars in the configuration, 11 am indebted to the referee for the suggestion that a single theorem with two cases would suffice in place of two separate theorems in the original paper. Case 2. 2k <n. If the (r, /) configuration exists, with k pairs of intersecting bars, and 2k <n, then the configuration has n2+n points on it, all distinct except for the k intersections of bars ; it must be that there are n2+n -k distinct points on the configuration. There are n2+n -l points in the geometry, so there are k -1 points not on the configuration. It will be shown that there exists a configuration whose bars intersect at no other points than those k -1 points, and which accordingly has at most k -1 pairs of intersecting bars.
Since 2k <n, not every bar of the (r, T) configuration is a member of a pair of intersecting bars. Suppose, then, that A is a bar which intersects no other. Then the (/, h) configuration certainly exists. Suppose, further, that a pair of bars s, t of this configuration intersect at a point of the (r, I) configuration. They do not intersect on I or A; the intersection must occur at a point on some bar (not h) of the (r, I) configuration. Let the point be B on bar e. The lines s and iare distinct from e, since they intersect I and e does not. It is seen that on B are three parallels to h: s, t, and e (h was given as a bar which intersected no other bar of the (r, I) configuration), the desired contradiction. The bars of the (/, h) configuration have points of intersection only at points not on the (r, I) configuration, so it is the required configuration with at most k -1 pairs of intersecting bars.
By induction it follows from the preceding theorem that there exists a configuration with no intersecting bars (a contradiction). Thus the axioms are inconsistent for m = 2, n>2.
